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Australian LX Road and Pedestrian 
Crossing Practices 

Introduction 

This document is intended to provide a brief overview of Australian LX practice and 
some of the current problems and issues. 

 

Level crossing with Booms in Adelaide South Australia. Photo P Symons 2009 

Applicable Standards 
 
Compliance to law Rail Safety Act, Workplace Health and Safety Act and Regulations.  
 
Local RU standards take precedence. Rail asset owner, and road standards E.g. for 
NSW http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/documents/business-industry/partners-and-
suppliers/guidelines/australianstandardssupplement-as1742-version21.pdf  Standard 
AS 1742.7-2007 Manual of Uniform Traffic Devices applies. 
 
Safety to be SFAIRP. http://www.onrsr.com.au/news/news-stories/so-far-as-is-
reasonably-practicable-sfairp. 
 
AREEMA specs mostly apply for lights, mechanism, booms, and bell equipment. 
 
A relatively recent standard is RISSB/AS 7658-2012. Railway Infrastructure – Railway 
Level Crossing. 
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Current statistics. 
From N.S.W. “Unintended driver error was more common in level crossing crashes than 
in other fatal road crashes (46 per cent compared with 22 per cent of other fatal road 
crashes). The influence of alcohol or drugs was less common as was the influence of 
excessive speed.” 
http://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/customers/trains/levelcrossings/inquiries-incidents-
and-statistics 

Types of Crossings 
Note: Open crossing is a U.K. term, in Australia it means that the crossing is not 
operating. 

Passive.  
Signs only – no interface with the signalling system. 
Relies on Road User obeying signs. 

Road users to give way. Signal stop 
signs. Give way if can see a train 
coming. Noting that stopping B doubles 
or road train where their stop and start 
up time takes time, which could be 
more hazardous as crossing occupied 
for longer and so more potential for 
collision. 
 
 
Extract from AS1742 

  

Active.  
Lights and bells and possibly an upgrade to booms. Confederation signs red 
background have better conspicuity. 
 
Must use booms when 2 lines. E.g. for second train coming. As motorists will cross 
once first train has passed even if lights still flashing! 

 
Extract from AS1742 
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Pedestrian (PED) LX. Minimum of a chicane crib. Active gate – must always have an 
escape route. 
 
Private Occupation crossings. Manual, Gated or Push Button operated. Open gate cattle 
wandering over the track. Farmers (Cockies) to liaise with train control. Not always 
done. Ideally cart animals via truck to an actively protected crossing. 

Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model (ALCAM) 
Australia uses a risk assessment model called ALCAM. Use of this tool allows prioritising 
investment in LX and PED upgrades. http://alcam.com.au/ 
 
ALCAM provides risk assessment matrices to determine whether a crossing should 
progress from say  
 

• Passive to Active control,   
• Active with booms, 
• Eliminate through grade separation. 

 
ALCAM Exposure factor. Volume of road traffic* number of trains per day. 
 
General LX risks; collision, trespass, SPAD, overhead catenary clearances.  
Driving around barriers. Solution double white line, or traffic islands, barrier curve and 
fencing Armco. Truck turning circles can snag on barriers. So double white line perhaps 
best general treatment. 

Technical Problems – Wheel Rail Interface 
Poor wheel rail interface - not detecting "light vehicles" or hi-railers. 
Lightly used lines have poor shunt characteristics, and also for little used LX or where 
track not insulated or perhaps where steel sleepers used. 
Solution adopted in some states is to use axle counters for heavy rail, train detection. 
Problem hi railers. Helicopter into crossing track to get on track, similarly vanishing 
leading to miscounts for the axle counter system. Reset process needed. Hi-railers with 
small wheel dia. Leading to axle counter miscount failures. 

GCP problems 
Over speed allowance 10" thinking time plus 5" for reliable operation. 
Wide band shunt capacitor for D.C. tracks Narrow band tuned cat for A.C. tracks 
 
Non constant train speed. Signs don't need to be at strike in, perhaps 500m? 
Managing accelerating trains. Add in some more warning time. 
 
AFO is an option as an overlay track circuit keeping LX separate from the signalling 
track circuits. 
 
GCP not currently suitable for electrified areas 1,500 DC or 25kV AC. 

SPADs and LX 
Potential SPAD LX close to stations with protecting signals, Solutions depends on type 
of train protection installed. Boom holding time and motorist management are issues. 
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Traffic Light Co-ordination 
Basically this is integration with road traffic engineering to avoid queuing. For active 
crossings traffic light co- ordination works both ways; limits rail traffic and road traffic. 
Actual level of co-ordination (sophistication) varies by state e.g. NSW more complex 
and SA simpler. Main aim is to prevent approaching cars getting into the rail crossing 
area and get rid of cars already in the crossing. Cross hatching box across LX. A good 
idea. 

Problems human - Motorists and Pedestrians. 
 
Road Advanced Warning Sign 
Systems (AAWS) e.g. where 
curve on road.  
Some states now mandate 
AAWS on highways. Motorists 
do observe and this leads to 
motorists reducing their 
speed. 
Photo from  
http://www.aldridgetrafficcont
rollers.com.au/Products/Advan
ced-Warning-Sign-Controller 
 

 

 
Motorists driving around booms. Articulated barriers? 
Need for last resort vehicle escapes. Maybe due to queuing. 
 
Habituation, where crossings not actually used by rail traffic for a long time say a 
dormant LX on a seasonal wheat line. Need to manage motorists expectations.  
 
Need to have a defensive layering of control protection measures. 

Problems environment 
North south railways - glare with morning and afternoon sun lights hard to see. 
Fog needs to be considered as part of determining the level of protection, passive or 
active. 
LX road surface degradation. 
RU responsibility to provide overhead clearance sign to provide advance warning to 
road users of catenary height restrictions.  
High wind support for securing booms when crossing booked out of use. 

Innovations 
Low cost LX warning devices. Legal arguments seem to have scuppered these “so 
called” low cost systems due to no guarantee of reliable solar power, use of approach 
track radio use not SIL4, but a complete LX is not fail safe anyway! 
 
Low cost signalling. Not a good selling point to government seen as providing lesser 
safety! 
 
Obstruction detection proving crossing clear e.g. using radar, or magnetometers. But 
what do you design the system to do if something detected? Probably not able to stop 
the train especially a loaded freight or iron ore train.  
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Pilbara Mining railways are investigating using obstruction detection, but not working 
yet. Set to detect a body lying down – detecting crows a problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Integrated LX units say with Frauscher 
Release 2 axle counter and potentially 
radio to avoid the trenching cost to the 
strike in points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Newport Training Facility Victoria  
Photo P Symons 2012 

 
 

Equipment 
LED lights, solid state flashers. 
Solid State bells with noise cancelling overnight – Question are bells still relevant when 
motorists and pedestrians are plugged into their iPods etc.? 
 
Power. Mix of solar, reticulated power. Battery backed standby capacity varies by state 
requirements and implicitly rail traffic density and number of times of operation. 
 

Costs 
Typically 500 to 750 k AUD. For a light crossing in NSW. The trenching cost using pit 
and pipe for the approach tracks say 2 * 1,000m @ $100/m say. = 200k AUD. 
 
 

Conclusion 
Need for greater public safety awareness. Design for fools. Continual improvement 
particularly for dealing with construction costs. 
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